
Digital Content Planning Guide



Using social media effectively requires a digital content strategy that will allow you to have the greatest impact 
on your intended audience while aligning Panduit’s organizational goals with marketing’s objectives. 
This guide focuses on the planning aspects of content creation to help us achieve the social presence that will 
keep our messaging top of mind and sustainable for our target audience. 
In conjunction with the Panduit Social Media Guide, please use this document when creating digital content for 
your projects. Also, please refer to the Digital Content Planning Templates document, which has the templates 
you will need for planning the meta data information covered in this guide. 

Asset Creation (web page, landing page) ................................................................................3–5

Blog Posts .................................................................................................................................6–7

YouTube ....................................................................................................................................8–9

Social Media Platforms ..........................................................................................................10–13

https://panduit.sharepoint.com/sm/Documents/Social%20Media%20Guidelines.pdf
https://panduit.sharepoint.com/sm/Documents/Digital%20Content%20Planning%20Templates.docx
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Digital Content Planning Guide – Asset Creation

Asset Creation (web page, landing page) 
While web pages are designed to educate visitors through many click-through options, landing pages 
are more simplified and are intended for a specific marketing campaign goal. Both assets are excellent 
opportunities for increasing customer engagement with your brand. 

Keywords

A word or group of words used in a search engine or search bar. 
Keywords should appear within your website copy and in taglines, product 
descriptions, and navigation. Search engines also detect keywords within 
your code as part of the title and meta description tags, as well as in 
headers and links to drive strong search results to your content. Refer to 
MarketingProfs or Google AdWords for more details on effective use of 
keywords.   

Open Graph Tags
Information that you would like to appear when your page is displayed. This includes the page 
title tag, meta description, URL, and site name. Click for more details.

URL/
Permalink/
Slug

The address where a particular web page can be found on the Internet. 
These are the words that customers would search for to find a website like 
yours. 
Example: https://pages.panduit.com/IoT–Edge–Computing

Page Title Tag 
(Max character 
count 60)

An accurate and concise description of a page's content. Title tags are 
displayed on Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) as the clickable 
headline for a given result, and are important for usability, SEO, and social 
sharing. This is a good place to insert keywords.

Meta 
Description 
(Max character 
count 160)

A short description that summarizes the page’s content. This is a good 
place to insert keywords.

URL/Permalink/Slug

Keywords
(Often placed in copy)

Keywords are vital 
to a solid digital 
content strategy, 
specifically for 
Search Engine 
Optimization 
(SEO) purposes. 
Strong keywords 
help ensure that 
your content 
speaks the same 
language as 
your intended 
audience, which 
helps connect 
them to your 
information.

https://www.marketingprofs.com/enterprise/login/pndt72418
https://ads.google.com/home/
https://smallseotools.com/open-graph-generator/
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Page Title Tag

Meta Description

Page Title Tag

Meta Description

Source Code

Search Engine

Digital Content Planning Guide – Asset Creation – Examples
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Page Title Tag

Page Title Tag

Meta Description

URL/Permalink/Slug

Meta Description

Meta Description

Digital Content Planning Guide – Sample Open Graph Tags
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Digital Content Planning Guide – Blog Posts

Blog Posts 
Blogs are a great way to demonstrate our thought leadership and to promote our products and services, 
all while driving traffic back to Panduit.com.

Keywords

A word or group of words used in a search engine or search bar. Keywords 
should appear within your website copy and in taglines, product descriptions, and 
navigation. Search engines should also detect them within your code as part of the 
title and meta description tags, as well as headers and links to drive strong search 
results to your content. 

Open Graph Tags
Information that you would like to appear when your page is displayed. This includes the page title tag, meta 
description, URL, and site name. Click for more details.

URL/Permalink/
Slug

The address where a particular web page can be found on the Internet.  
Example: panduitblog.com

Author
Subject Matter Expert (SME) for the blog post. If the author is new, request a 
thumbnail headshot (Dimensions: 200px x 200px), external title, and email address. 
Additionally, provide two to three sentences about the author’s background. 

Categories

The group that the keyword falls under for SEO purposes. Categories identify the 
topic of your blog and help users easily navigate to your content. Examples include: 
Construction, Data Center, Energy, Enterprise, Industrial Automation, IoT, Safety 
Technology, and Wire Harness.

Meta Description 
(Max character 
count 160)

A short description that summarizes the blog’s content. This is a good place to insert 
keywords.

Tags Words and phrases that provide context about the content so users know what to 
expect when they click the link.

Headline Title of blog at the top of an article or page to introduce the subject that follows. Your 
keyword should be displayed in the headline. 

Title Subhead Secondary heading of blog. Your keyword should be included in the title subhead if 
possible.

Feature Image 825px x 412px without text if possible. If you have to have text on the image, please 
place text within 100px from the edges.

Word Count Number of words in the blog

Go Live Date Date and time the blog is to be posted 

https://smallseotools.com/open-graph-generator/
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Keywords
(placed  
throughout  
copy)

URL/Permalink/
Slug

Categories

Author

Tags

Title 
Subhead

Go Live Date

Feature Image 
825px x 412px

Additional 
Image Size 

Recommendation
360px x 253 px

Headline

Blog Page

Digital Content Planning Guide – Blog Posts – Examples
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Digital Content Planning Guide – YouTube

YouTube (full video and/or script snippets) 
YouTube is an excellent tool for video marketing - helping to build traffic and brand awareness while 
increasing SEO.

Title
Title of video. The title of the overview video should not be the same as snippet titles. 
Snippets focus on product features, enhancements, and benefits. The title should 
reflect this distinction. 

Meta Description Detailed overview of the video’s content to help with how YouTube ranks your video.  

Tags Words and phrases (topic, category, etc.) that give YouTube context about a video.

Visibility
Unlisted –

Only people who know the link to the video can view it (e.g., friends or 
family to whom you send the link). An unlisted video will not appear in any 
of YouTube’s public spaces (e.g., search results, your channel, or the 
Browse page)

Public – Video is searchable and anyone can view

Playlist A group of videos that can be played back either sequentially or in a
shuffled order.

Script Snippets :15 snippets of the full video. These snippets serve as a teaser to the full video.
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Tags VisibilityTitle Meta Description

Panduit Video Upload Page

Panduit YouTube Page

Playlist

Digital Content Planning Guide – YouTube – Examples
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15 Second Snippets of Full Video

YouTube Video

Title

Meta Description

URL/Permalink/Slug

Snippets

Digital Content Planning Guide – YouTube – Examples
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Digital Content Planning Guide – Social Media Platforms

Facebook Posts
Target Audience: Distributors, System Integrators, Installers

Brief &  
straightforward

Include CTA

1,200 x 630 pixels
150 DPI

Social Media Platforms
This section provides tips to consider when developing digital content for the three social media channels 
that we primarily use: Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. The content you share on each site should be unique 
to give your followers a reason to follow you on more than one network. Content that has a lot of views, 
likes, and shares usually delivers higher search engine rankings, so it’s important to take the appropriate 
steps in the planning process to achieve the desired results. Please refer to the Social Media Guide for more 
information.

• Keep the tone’s focus on customer benefits 

• Be brief and straightforward

• Be mindful of the context

• Avoid unnecessary words

• Include CTA

• Include relevant image that is correctly sized

• Use proper dimensions for Facebook 
images: 1,200px x 630px 

• Double check grammar and spelling

• Use the right hashtag(s)

• Monitor the hashtag(s)

Use the right 
hashtag(s)

https://panduit.sharepoint.com/sm/Documents/Social%20Media%20Guidelines.pdf 
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Digital Content Planning Guide – Social Media Platforms

LinkedIn Posts
Target Audience: C–Suite Executives

Brief &  
straightforward

550 x 375 pixels
150 DPI

• Keep the content focus on customer benefits 

• Be brief and straightforward

• Be mindful of the context

• Avoid unnecessary words

• Include CTA

• Include relevant image that is correctly sized

• Use proper dimensions for LinkedIn 
images: 550px x 375px 

• Use the right hashtag(s)

• Monitor the hashtag(s)

• Double check grammar and spelling

Include 
CTA
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Digital Content Planning Guide – Social Media Platforms

Twitter Posts
Target Audience: General 

• Keep the tone’s focus on customer benefits 

• Be brief and straightforward

• Be mindful of the context

• Avoid unnecessary words

• Include CTA

• Include relevant image that is correctly sized

• Use the right hashtag(s) 

• Monitor the hashtag(s) 

• Double check grammar and spelling

• Use proper dimensions for Twitter 
images: 520px x 254px

Brief &  
straightforward

Include CTA

Use the right 
hashtag(s)

520 x 254 pixels
150 DPI
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